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Definitions

Personal branding



people say about you 
when you're not in the 

Jeff
Bezos,

CEO, 
Amazon

Definitions
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listen to you, but if they 
trust you they'll do 
business with you.

Zig Ziglar

Definitions
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Personal branding how you promote yourself and your 
career to others on social media.

Reputation more about what you are doing and how 
people perceive that.

Definitions
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The Boomerang Effect
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Build trust and credibility

-

Attract new business and partners

Control your career

Influence opinion

monetize (affiliate)

Benefits
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Monetizing
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Sell your products & services

Promote other products & services

Create & sell online courses

Speak on live events

Coaching

Affiliate marketing

Membership program



Value Proposition
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What

To whom

Added value



Value Proposition - example
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I am a marketing practitioner in B2B, with 
great knowledge in digital ads.



Amy Porterfield
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Kim Garst
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Your objectives are the start
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Specific Measurable Achievable

Relevant Time bound = SMART



Objectives - examples
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I'd like to change my career path from Sales to 
Business Analytics in the next two years.

To get contact with 10 choreographers till 
summer 2020.



Tools

Community management



1000 true fans - 100$ a year - make a comfortable living

Kevin Kelly
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Facebook vs. Linkedin

https://www.stayingaliveuk.com/blog/2016/8/have-you-
ever-compared-facebook-groups-vs-linkedin-groups-
infographic

Old, but still the winner is Superman



Membership questions



New redesign welcome post



Greeting message



Announcements



Build your audience



Make it worth sharing

Content Marketing



What is the topic(s) I will be talking about?

Is it demonstrating my expertise?

What content formats?

Is it corresponding to my objectives?

Content strategy
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Educational teach your audience (a new skill)

Fun make them smile, happier

Inspirational build their confidence

The 3 types of appealing content
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The Gary Vee Content Model
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https://www.garyvaynerc
huk.com/the-garyvee-
content-strategy-how-to-
grow-and-distribute-your-
brands-social-media-
content/

https://www.garyvaynerc
huk.com/how-to-create-
64-pieces-of-content-in-a-
day/





1. The IF THEN statement

2.

3. What most people do

4. Imagine this!

5.

Copywriting/selling
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Building your brand is a marathon

Value -> Authority -> Influence -> Sell

Define Value Proposition / Objectives

You need some true fans

Achieve your goals through content

Conclusions
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Diamond Partners



Organization Partners
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